About Pratham
Pratham was born in Mumbai as the Pratham Mumbai Education Initiative in 1994-95. Over the
last nineteen years, Pratham has grown and evolved as it sought to realize its vision of “every
child in school and learning well”. It did so by attempting to build a “societal mission” to
understand, own, and solve problems of education. Initially, it tackled the problem of lack of pre
school or early childhood education in Mumbai but it has now grown into a network of
organizations with complex structures and dealing with different aspects of universal education.

The annual nationwide ASER Survey (Annual Status of Education Report) on learning levels in
India states that in 2012 only about 46% of children in Grade V in India can read a Grade II level
text. Through its flagship Read India program, Pratham attempts to address the problems in
primary education by mobilizing communities and the Government to get involved in the
process. Pratham currently reaches children in more than 6,000 villages spread across 20 states
and in 26 cities across 10 states through the Read India Program. Pratham is also working to
address challenges in secondary education in India through its innovative solution called the
Pratham Open School of Education (POSE). Through POSE, Pratham aims to assist drop-outs in
rural and urban areas to complete their secondary school examinations while simultaneously
providing them with soft skills to support them in the future. Pratham is a widely recognized
organization, having received notable awards such as the Skoll Award for Social
Entrepreneurship, the Henry R Kravis Prize in Leadership and the CNN-IBN Indian of the Year
for Public Service. For more details, refer to www.pratham.org

Hybrid Learning Program- Interns, Central English Team
We are looking for young, motivated interns to work for the Central English Content team for
Pratham’s Hybrid Learning program.

The Hybrid Learning program aims to tap the power of technology to impart basic English
fluency to learners ranging from school children to motivated adults. The digital content,
provided on tablets, would be user guided and supported by several interactive activities to
encourage a learner to build on the speaking skills while exposing him to the concept of self
learning. Lessons are designed to inspire confidence by gradually helping the learners to move
from being observers to participants.
The incumbent’s role will consist of creating learning material for interactive English content,
and conceptualizing ideas for gamification of various concepts.

Qualification & Skills


The candidate must have completed his/her schooling; post graduates, graduates or those
pursuing graduation can apply.



Strong command over oral and written English & Hindi languages including sound
knowledge of grammar.



The candidate must have a creative bent of mind.



Ability to organize and manage multiple tasks efficiently



Keeping oneself constantly updated on the digital learning scenario across the globe.



The candidate should be able to commit to a minimum period of 2-3 months to this job.

Application Process
Send the following to neha.sharma@pratham.org and bg.vivek0701@gmail.com (early
applicants will be given preference) and mention ‘Application for the position of intern – Hybrid
Learning’ in the subject line:-

Extended Deadline- 19th September 2016
1. Current Résumé
2. Statement of Purpose (300 words)

Salary:
This is an unpaid position, but can be negotiated for exceptional candidates.

